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SECTION.A

Thls Section consists of lour bunches of four questions each. Each bunch carries
a weightage of 1. Answer all questions.

l. Choose the most appropriate answer trom lhelollowing:

(4x1= 4 wt.)

1)

a)0 b) 1 c)2 d)3

2) Given a system of m simuttaneous linear equations in n unknowns (m < n),

the number of basic variables will be

a)m b)n c) n-m d) n+m

lfthe constrainls ol an LPP are ol'<'type; then to lind the optimum solution,

we add

, a'l

e slis

4 6l

o,

4) Which one otthe following methods is used to obtain the optimum solution ot
an assignment problem ?

a) slack variables

c) artificialvariables

a) North west comer rule

c) Least cost entry method

b) surplus variables

d) basic variables

b) Hungarian method

d) Vogel's approximation method
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I I . Choose the most appropriate answer from the lollowing.

5) The assignment problem is a specialcase of transportation problem in which
the numberol origins.
a) equals the number o, destinalions
b) is grealer than the number ol destinations
c) is less than the number ol destinations
d) is less than or equal to the number of destinations

6) The time intervalbetween starting the first job and completing the last.lob is
called

7) lf the players select the same sirategy each time, then it is refened to as

a) processing time
c) ldle time

a) pure strategy
c) optimum strategy

a) null matrix
c) row matrix

a) Delerminant of A

c) Adjoint of A

b) total elapsed lime
d) none of these

b) mixed strategy
d) pay otl

b) free float
d) all of these

b) triangular malrix
'd) column matrix

8) The other term used to activity slack time is
a) total lloat
c) independent float

lll. Fill in the blanks by choosing the suitable answers :

9) Dominance property is based on
a) superiority of pure strategies
b) inferiority of pure strategies
c) inferior to an average ol two or more other pure strategies

O All of these

10) l, every element above (or below) the leading diagonal is zero, the matrix is
. called

'l I ) ll Mij is the minor of the square matrix A = (aij), then the signed minor (-1)i+i
M., is calledu-

b) Co-faclor ol aii

d) None ol lhese

12) ln an assignment problem involving four workers and three jobs, then total
number of assignments possible are

a)4 b)3 c') 7 d) 12
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lV. State whether the following siatements are 'True' or'False' :

13) Graphical method of linear programming is noi useful when there are only' two decision variables.

14) A slack variable cannot be present in the optimum basis ol an Lpp.
15) lt is not necessary for the aggregate demand to 6.e equal to the aggregate

supply in a transportation problem.

16) ln a two person zero-sum game, a game is said to be lair il both the players
have equal number ol strategies.

SECTION - B

\-. Write short notes on any eight of ihe following. Answer in one or two sentences.
Each question canies a weightage ol 1. (8x1=O Wt.)

'14 Rank ol a matrix.

18) General linear programming problem.

19) Adioint of a matrix.

20) lnitial basic leaslble solution of a transportation problem.

21) Least cost method.

22) Unbalancedtransportation problem

23) 2 machines n job sequencing.

24) Alternate solution in a transportation problem.

25) Minimax principle.

_ 26) Saddle point.

Z7) PERT.

28) Pessimislic time-

SECTION - C

Answeranylive questions in not exceeding one paragraph each. Each question
carries a weight of 2. (5x2=10 Wt.)

f 1-z 3lll
29) lf A=l 2 3 - 11 and tisthe unit matrix oi order 3, evaluate A2-3A+91.

li
L-3 1 2)

30) Describe brielly the application of linear programming in business field.
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3.1) Explain the various steps involved in solving a LPP by graphic method'

. 32) Explain sorn6 of the areas where transportation techniques are employed'

33) What are unbalanced assignment problems ? How are lhey solved ?

34) Write a short note on group replacement.

35) Desctibe Hungarian method.

36) write a short note on salesman routing problem.

SECTION-D

Answer any lwo questions in not exceeding iour pages each. Each queslion cardesa- 
- -- .

weight of 4. (2x4=8 Wt')

37) Solve ihe following LPP

Maximize z= 8xt +6x2

. Subiectto
4xr+*."< 60
2\+ 4x2< 4
x.. x^ > 0.

38) Determine an infial basic leasible solution to the following transportation

problem using NW comer rule.

Dl D2 D3 Da SuPPIY

ol

o2

o3

. Demand 6 10 .l 5 4

39) Solve the following assignment problem.
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13236
24315
56346
3'l 4 22
15654

6415
8927
4362


